
FMFP2020 Registration Procedure
You are suggested to adhere to the following sequence during the registration in FMFP2020.

1. Pay the registration fee through SBCollect clicking the following link (also available on 
conference website). Subsequent steps are detailed in the next slides .

https://www.onlinesbi.sbi/sbicollect/icollecthome.htm

2. Download the e-Receipt after successful payment and check it for correctness.

3. Keep the scanned copy of your institute/organization ID card (in PDF), e-Receipt (in PDF) and 
Abstract (in doc) ready with you. Maximum file size of each file is 1 MB.

4. Fill up the shared google form and upload the above documents mentioned in Sl No. 3.

5. Your registration is complete.

In case of any issue/doubt, do not hesitate to write to fmfp2020@iitg.ac.in



Click here first, then 
click on Proceed. 



Select “Assam” from drop down menu

Select “Educational Institutions” from drop down menu



Select “FMFP 2020” from drop down menu



Select “Registration Fee” from drop down menu



If you are selecting Registration Category as FMFP Faculty Member, 
then please write the NSFMFP Membership number.

Author will enter the paper number as FMFP2020-XXX.
If the paper number bears a one-digit number (say 2), then it should be written as FMFP2020-002
If the paper number bears a two-digit number (say 15), then it should be written as FMFP2020-015
If the paper number bears a three-digit number (say 213), then it should be written as FMFP2020-213

Speakers and non-presenting participants will enter 000.
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Choose a payment gateway.



Snapshot of SBI netbanking gateway.



Snapshot of Credit card payment gateway.



Note the transaction date and SBCollect Reference number for 
your transaction. It will be required to fill up the google form.
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Download the e-Receipt to upload in google form.

After successful payment, this page will appear.
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Print in PDF format. 



1. Download this pdf file and upload this in 
google form provided to you via email.
2. Keep this file as a record for your future 
reference.

Snapshot of PDF File
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